Several studies have shown that figural matrices can be solved with one of two strategies: (1) Constructive matching consisting of cognitively generating an idealized response, which is then compared with the options provided by the response format; or (2) Response elimination consisting of comparing the response format with the item stem in order to eliminate incorrect responses. A recent study demonstrated that employing a response format that reduces response elimination strategies results in higher convergent validity concerning general intelligence. In this study, we used the construction task, which works entirely without distractors because the solution has to be generated in a computerized testing environment. Therefore, response elimination is completely prevented. Our results show that the convergent validity of general intelligence and working memory capacity when using a test employing the construction task is substantially higher than when using tests employing distractors that followed construction strategies used in other studies. Theoretical as well as practical implications of this finding are discussed.
Introduction
This study addresses the influence that the design of the response format for figural matrices has on the convergent validity of tests employing these items. To provide a nomenclature for the components of figural matrices, they are described in the first section of the introduction. As aspects of the respondents' solution process are crucial for the convergent validity of matrices tests, current models are discussed in the second section. In the third section, we address response format designs. In the last section, we discuss hypotheses that address how the design of the response format should influence the convergent validity of matrices tests. Figure 1 shows an example of a classic figural matrix item. The item stem is found in the upper part of the figure. It consists of a 3ˆ3 matrix of cells with geometrical symbols (i.e., figural elements). These elements follow certain design rules. In the example, the arrow is rotated by 90˝in a counterclockwise direction across each row of the matrix. The circles follow an addition rule across the rows, i.e., the circles that appear in the first and second cells of a row are summed in the third cell. The last cell (solution cell) of the item stem is left empty.
Components of Figural Matrices
the rows, i.e., the circles that appear in the first and second cells of a row are summed in the third cell. The last cell (solution cell) of the item stem is left empty. In the lower part of Figure 1 , the response format can be found. It consists of the correct solution (attractor), which logically completes the matrix according to the rules in the item stem. In Figure 1 , the attractor is response option A. The other response options are called distractors and do not complete the item stem according to the rules employed in the item stem. The task of the respondent is to determine which of the response options represents the attractor.
Models of the Solution Process for Figural Matrices
The most influential model of the solution process was developed by Carpenter, Just, and Shell [1] by means of eye-tracking analyses, verbal reports, and computer simulations. The model considers three consecutive steps comprising the solution process: (1) Perceptual analysis: Perceptual elements of the item stem are encoded and checked for correspondence; (2) Conceptual analysis: The logical principles (i.e., rules) that affect corresponding elements are analyzed; (3) Generalization and response generation: The identified rules are applied to the entire matrix in order to generate the response. The response option that matches the generated response (best) is selected. Two aspects are regarded as crucial for respondents' success in solving the items. General mental ability (g) enables respondents to infer the rules employed in the matrices. Working memory capacity enables the respondents to pursue goal monitoring, i.e., to keep track of the solution process.
Although Carpenter et al.' s [1] model provides a good description of the early steps of the solution process, other studies have questioned the last step and have suggested two different strategies that can be applied to select the response [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] : (1) Constructive matching is what is described in Carpenter et al. ' s [1] model and can be regarded as a top-down strategy. Respondents actively try to construct the correct solution for the item by analyzing the rules and applying them to the entire matrix; (2) Response elimination poses an alternative strategy, which consists of comparing the response options with the item stem in order to eliminate as many distractors as possible and choosing one of the remaining ones. It can therefore be regarded as a bottom-up strategy.
Mitchum and Kelley's [7] results indicate qualitative differences between respondents' solution strategies, i.e., some respondents solve the items by applying constructive matching and some by response elimination. Mixed types were found to be rather unusual. It has been demonstrated that the respondents' choice of solution strategies is influenced by individual differences in general mental ability and working memory capacity [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Respondents with low general mental ability and working memory capacity show a greater tendency to engage in response elimination, whereas respondents with high general mental ability and working memory capacity are more likely to engage in constructive matching. Therefore, response elimination is viewed as a fallback strategy that is used when the processing exceeds the respondents' capacity limits [2, 9] . In the lower part of Figure 1 , the response format can be found. It consists of the correct solution (attractor), which logically completes the matrix according to the rules in the item stem. In Figure 1 , the attractor is response option A. The other response options are called distractors and do not complete the item stem according to the rules employed in the item stem. The task of the respondent is to determine which of the response options represents the attractor.
Although Carpenter et al.'s [1] model provides a good description of the early steps of the solution process, other studies have questioned the last step and have suggested two different strategies that can be applied to select the response [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] : (1) Constructive matching is what is described in Carpenter et al.'s [1] model and can be regarded as a top-down strategy. Respondents actively try to construct the correct solution for the item by analyzing the rules and applying them to the entire matrix; (2) Response elimination poses an alternative strategy, which consists of comparing the response options with the item stem in order to eliminate as many distractors as possible and choosing one of the remaining ones. It can therefore be regarded as a bottom-up strategy.
Mitchum and Kelley's [7] results indicate qualitative differences between respondents' solution strategies, i.e., some respondents solve the items by applying constructive matching and some by response elimination. Mixed types were found to be rather unusual. It has been demonstrated that the respondents' choice of solution strategies is influenced by individual differences in general mental ability and working memory capacity [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Respondents with low general mental ability and working memory capacity show a greater tendency to engage in response elimination, whereas respondents with high general mental ability and working memory capacity are more likely to engage in constructive matching. Therefore, response elimination is viewed as a fallback strategy that is used when the processing exceeds the respondents' capacity limits [2, 9] .
A perspective that has currently not received much attention is that the differences in solution strategies can easily be linked to the ideas of cognitive load theory (e.g., [10] [11] [12] ). Cognitive load is understood to result from the elements that have to be considered when solving a problem. Problems with many elements and a high degree of interactivity cause a high cognitive load. If there are only a few elements or little interactivity, there is less cognitive load. The amount of cognitive load that a respondent is able to process is determined by the respondent's working memory capacity and general mental ability. Keeping this in mind, response elimination can be understood as a means for reducing cognitive load when solving figural matrices. Solving an item by applying constructive matching causes a higher cognitive load because all of the figural elements and all of the rules that interact with the figural elements have to be considered. When applying the response elimination strategy, not all of the elements and rules of the items have to be considered because a distractor can be excluded when one element has been identified as wrong. Therefore, respondents can be expected to switch their strategy when an item's cognitive load overextends their working memory capacity or general mental ability.
Differences in Solution Strategy Outcomes
The results of studies analyzing verbal reports and eye-tracking data have clearly indicated behavioral differences between respondents who use different strategies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Respondents employing constructive matching have been found to spend proportionally more time inspecting the item stem before taking into account the response options and tend to toggle less between the item stem and the response options. In comparison, those using the response elimination strategy have been found to spend proportionally more time focusing on the response options and tend to demonstrate a higher rate of toggling between the item stem and the distractors.
Conceptual analysis and goal monitoring, which are closely related to general mental ability and working memory capacity, are regarded as crucial elements of the solution process [1, 13, 14] . It has been hypothesized that these components are less relevant for response elimination than for constructive matching [8, 9] . Therefore, differences in the solution strategies should lead to differences in the convergent validity of the results of respondents who use different solution strategies. Arendasy and Sommer [9] investigated this question by constructing distractors that either (a) allowed both solution strategies or (b) forced constructive matching and prevented response elimination. The results of their study showed that the correlation between the test score and general mental ability was lower for matrices tests that allowed both strategies than for matrices tests that forced constructive matching. Apparently, the convergent validity of matrices tests can be enhanced by preventing response elimination. Regarding solution strategies, this can be explained by the compensatory effect of the response elimination strategy. Respondents with lower general mental ability and working memory capacity employ response elimination when the items are too difficult and are more likely to respond correctly when they use this strategy. Therefore, their performance might resemble that of respondents with higher general mental ability and working memory capacity when response elimination is allowed.
Response Format Design
Arendasy and Sommer's [9] results clearly showed that the design of the distractors employed in the response format can influence the respondents' choice of solution strategy and therefore influence the convergent validity of matrices tests. In the following sections, we describe strategies that can be used to construct the distractors. Furthermore, we present the so-called construction task-a response format that works without distractors.
Response Formats that Use Distractors
Two strategies that can be used to construct distractors can be distinguished: conceptual and perceptual strategies. Conceptual strategies target the rules that are employed in the item stems and systematically violate them in the distractors. Thus, the logic that leads to the choice of this distractor is very similar to the choice of the correct solution although they might look different. Arendasy and Sommer [9] identified three distractor-construction strategies that we describe as conceptual: (1) Incomplete solution distractor: Rules that are realized in the item stem are omitted [4, 15, 16] ; (2) Arbitrary line of reasoning distractor: One rule that pertains to the item stem is replaced by a different rule [1] [2] [3] 5, 15, 16] ; (3) Mishandled rule-direction distractor: A correct rule is applied in a different direction (e.g., symbols add up horizontally in the item stem but add up vertically in the distractor) [17] . Perceptual strategies are aimed at constructing distractors that look very similar to the correct response option. Arendasy and Sommer [9] referred to two construction strategies that fit into this category: (1) Overdetermined choice distractor: Many elements of the item are used [15, 16] ; (2) Repetition distractor: The cells in the item stem are simply replicated [15, 16] . A strategy that has not received much attention was proposed by Guttmann and Schlesinger [18] . It consists third conceptual of producing all possible permutations of the perceptual elements (symbols) from the item stem.
Item Formats that Work without Distractors
Item formats that work without distractors have a long history [19] . However, these formats have rarely been applied to figural matrices. Putz-Osterloh [5] as well as Mitchum and Kelley [7] employed a strategy by which the testees had to draw the correct solution by hand. This in an interesting approach because response elimination can take place only if response options are presented. Nevertheless, a crucial disadvantage of this strategy is that it is more costly to score these responses and sometimes even impossible to score them objectively if the sketch of the response is ambiguous. However, these problems can be avoided if response construction can take place in a computerized testing environment. Stevenson, Hickendorff, Resing, Heiser, and de Boeck [20] , as well as Piskernik and Debelak [21] , developed computerized matrix-like reasoning tasks for which the response has to be constructed. In a recent study involving figural matrices, we too developed an item format that works without distractors and offers an objective way to obtain and score the testees' responses [22] . The format, which we call the construction task, is presented in Figure 2 . is very similar to the choice of the correct solution although they might look different. Arendasy and Sommer [9] identified three distractor-construction strategies that we describe as conceptual:
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Item formats that work without distractors have a long history [19] . However, these formats have rarely been applied to figural matrices. Putz-Osterloh [5] as well as Mitchum and Kelley [7] employed a strategy by which the testees had to draw the correct solution by hand. This in an interesting approach because response elimination can take place only if response options are presented. Nevertheless, a crucial disadvantage of this strategy is that it is more costly to score these responses and sometimes even impossible to score them objectively if the sketch of the response is ambiguous. However, these problems can be avoided if response construction can take place in a computerized testing environment. Stevenson, Hickendorff, Resing, Heiser, and de Boeck [20] , as well as Piskernik and Debelak [21] , developed computerized matrix-like reasoning tasks for which the response has to be constructed. In a recent study involving figural matrices, we too developed an item format that works without distractors and offers an objective way to obtain and score the testees' responses [22] . The format, which we call the construction task, is presented in Figure 2 . The item stem is presented above the horizontal line in the middle of the figure. The last cell is left empty and has to be filled in by the testee. The response format can be found below the horizontal line. It consists of 24 cells with geometric symbols that were used to construct the item stems. When the testee clicks on one of the cells in the response format, the symbol appears in the The item stem is presented above the horizontal line in the middle of the figure. The last cell is left empty and has to be filled in by the testee. The response format can be found below the horizontal line. It consists of 24 cells with geometric symbols that were used to construct the item stems. When the testee clicks on one of the cells in the response format, the symbol appears in the empty cell of the item stem. When the cell is clicked again, the symbol disappears. Consequently, testees can build a solution to the matrix problem by clicking on the appropriate cell. The three grey buttons above the horizontal line indicate the operation to be applied to the test or the time remaining (all labels were translated into English for clarity). The top button shows the time remaining for the item. Pushing the "RESET" button clears the last cell of the item stem. Pushing the "DONE" button confirms the current solution. After the processing time expires, the solution currently contained in the solution cell is recorded as the solution to the matrix.
Goals
The goals of this study were to compare the three strategies that were used to present the response formats (distractor free, conceptual strategy, perceptual strategy) on the two following aspects:
(1) Difficulty: In accordance with Arendasy and Sommer [9] , we believe that response elimination strategies can be reduced by applying a theory-driven distractor-construction strategy. Nevertheless, we think that response elimination strategies cannot be completely prevented when multiple-choice items that include distractors and the attractor are used because the correct option (i.e., attractor) is still displayed in the response format and therefore provides information about the solution to the item. Therefore, we expected the items to be more difficult when a construction task was used than when distractor-based response formats were used.
(2) Convergent validity: In accordance with Arendasy and Sommer [9] , we expected the convergent validity of matrices tests concerning g to be higher when response elimination strategies were reduced. We additionally predicted a higher convergent validity concerning working memory capacity when response elimination strategies were prevented because goal monitoring can be expected to be more relevant when only a constructive matching strategy can be employed. Therefore, we predicted that respondents' scores on matrices tests that were realized as construction tasks would exhibit higher correlations with g and measures of working memory capacity than their scores on matrices tests employing distractors. Differences in the convergent validity between perceptual and conceptual distractors were analyzed in an exploratory fashion.
Experimental Section

Sample
The sample consisted of 151 university students who took part in an introductory psychology course (M(age) = 22.29; SD(age) = 3.08; 71.3% female). The participants received extra credit for participating in the experiment.
Procedure
The tests were completed on a computer in a laboratory setting. The testing took place in small groups of no more than 10 participants. Before being tested, participants filled out a demographic questionnaire. The participants were randomly assigned to one of the matrices tests (distractor free: 56 participants; conceptual distractors: 50 participants; perceptual distractors: 45 participants). Half of the participants completed the matrices test (see Section 2.3.1) first, and half completed the working memory battery (see Section 2.3.2) first. A subsample of 96 participants (64%) additionally completed an intelligence test (see Section 2.3.3) in a separate session.
Test Methods
Matrices Tests
We used the item stems from version A of the DESIGMA [23] for this study. The DESIGMA is a distractor-free matrices test. Version A consists of 38 items. The items were constructed by applying six different rules: (1) Addition: Elements in the first and second cell are summed in the third cell; (2) Subtraction: The elements in the second cell are subtracted from the elements in the first cell. The remaining elements are presented in the third cell; (3) Single element addition: Only elements that appear in either the first or second cell are presented in the third cell. Elements that appear in both the first and second cells are not presented; (4) Intersection: Only elements that appear in both the first and second cells are presented in the third cell; (5) Rotation: Elements are rotated across the cells; (6) Completeness: The same set of elements is presented in every row of the matrix. Combinations of one to five rules were realized in the items (1 rule: items 1 to 6; 2 rules: items 7 to 21; 3 rules: items 22 to 31; 4 rules: items 32 to 36; 5 rules: items 37 to 38). The reliability and validity of the test were determined in a validation study and proved to be good (α = 0.96, factorial validity was based on the results of confirmatory factor analyses, criterion validity was based on substantial correlations with age and educational achievement; see [23] for details). The same item stems were used in all of the three variations. The versions differed only in the manner in which the distractors were presented. The matrices tests were conceived as power tests. Nevertheless, a time limit of 90 s per item was implemented to ensure time economy and to guarantee that every respondent had the opportunity to work on every item. The time limit was determined on the basis of the response times observed in one of our previous studies [22] . In that study, the vast majority of participants responded well below 90 s, even when no time limit was given.
Distractor-Free Version
The distractor-free version is the standard format for presenting the DESIGMA. The items are presented in the distractor-free form as we described in the introduction (see Section 1.4.2). It has to be noted that except for two rather easy items (items 2 and 4), the correct solution is comprised of a combination of at least two elements from the response format. Therefore, the correct solution is not part of the response format for the vast majority of the items.
Conceptual Distractor Version
In this version, the conceptual strategies were applied to construct the distractors. Figure 3 provides an example of an item employed in the current study. The same set of elements is presented in every row of the matrix. Combinations of one to five rules were realized in the items (1 rule: items 1 to 6; 2 rules: items 7 to 21; 3 rules: items 22 to 31; 4 rules: items 32 to 36; 5 rules: items 37 to 38). The reliability and validity of the test were determined in a validation study and proved to be good (α = 0.96, factorial validity was based on the results of confirmatory factor analyses, criterion validity was based on substantial correlations with age and educational achievement; see [23] for details). The same item stems were used in all of the three variations. The versions differed only in the manner in which the distractors were presented. The matrices tests were conceived as power tests. Nevertheless, a time limit of 90 s per item was implemented to ensure time economy and to guarantee that every respondent had the opportunity to work on every item. The time limit was determined on the basis of the response times observed in one of our previous studies [22] . In that study, the vast majority of participants responded well below 90 s, even when no time limit was given.
Distractor-Free Version
Conceptual Distractor Version
In this version, the conceptual strategies were applied to construct the distractors. Figure 3 provides an example of an item employed in the current study. The squares follow a horizontal addition rule, i.e., squares presented in the first and second cells of a row are summed in the third cell. A horizontal subtraction rule applies for the circle segments, i.e., the segments in the second cell of a row are subtracted from the segments in the first cell, and the remaining segments are presented in the third cell. The response options for the version with conceptual distractors are presented in the row labeled "CD". Option A is the correct solution.
Options B and C represent incomplete solution distractors. In option B, the squares were omitted, The squares follow a horizontal addition rule, i.e., squares presented in the first and second cells of a row are summed in the third cell. A horizontal subtraction rule applies for the circle segments, i.e., the segments in the second cell of a row are subtracted from the segments in the first cell, and the remaining segments are presented in the third cell. The response options for the version with conceptual distractors are presented in the row labeled "CD". Option A is the correct solution. Options B and C represent incomplete solution distractors. In option B, the squares were omitted, and in option C, the circle segments were omitted. Options D and E are arbitrary line-of-reasoning distractors. In option D, the square was rotated 90˝in a counterclockwise direction from the second cell of the row, and it would be a correct solution if only the last row of the matrix were to be taken into account. For option E, the horizontal subtraction rule for the circle segments was replaced with a horizontal addition rule. Therefore, a full circle is displayed, and this would be the overlay of the segments in the two preceding cells of the row. Options F to H are mishandled rule-direction distractors. For option F, the horizontal addition rule was replaced with a vertical addition rule. Therefore, four squares were used, and these represented the overlay of the two cells above. The horizontal addition rule for the squares was replaced with a diagonal addition rule in option G. A mixture between the arbitrary line of reasoning and mishandled rule-direction strategy was realized in option H, where a vertical addition rule was employed for the circle segments instead of the horizontal subtraction rule. In accordance with Arendasy [17] (see also [9, 24, 25] ), we employed option I ("all wrong") for every item since it had been suggested that this might reduce the use of response elimination strategies because respondents would have to evaluate the correctness of each item against the possibility that no correct answer is presented.
Perceptual Distractor Version
The perceptual distractors for the example that was just mentioned are presented in the row labeled "PD" in Figure 3 . In accordance with Guttmann and Schlesinger [18] , we systematically varied the perceptual elements of the correct solution. In doing so, we employed all possible rotations of the semicircle that is contained in the correct solution (options A, B: opening to the right; options C, D: opening to the left; options E, F: opening downwards; options G, H: opening upwards). The two squares contained in the correct solution were either displayed in the distractors or omitted (options A, C, E, and G: displayed; options B, D, F, and H: omitted).
Working Memory Battery
Working memory capacity (WMC) was assessed with Recall-1-Back tasks [26] , which allow stimulus-location bindings to be continuously updated. Three analogous tasks were presented, one with letters, one with numbers, and a third one with figures as the stimuli. In the number and letter versions, one to four boxes were shown in a row for the entire duration of one trial. The stimuli appeared one after the other in one of the boxes for 3000 ms. Then they were deleted, and the next stimulus appeared in one of the boxes after an interval of 500 ms. Upon being presented with a stimulus, participants had to use the keyboard to enter the previous stimulus that was shown in the respective box, and responses were accepted as long as the actual stimulus was visible. There were trials with 6, 9, and 12 stimulus updates, and participants could not predict which box the next stimulus would appear in. In the task version with figural stimuli, a 3ˆ3 grid was shown on the screen, and abstract forms appeared one after another in one of the cells (again for 3000 ms with intervening intervals of 500 ms). Participants were instructed to indicate the cell in which the actual stimulus was shown the last time by clicking the mouse. All tasks began with a training phase comprised of four trials with an increasing stimulus load (one to four stimuli to remember), and feedback was given after each response. After a short pause, the test phase was initiated. Participants were informed that the task would remain the same but that trials of differing complexity would be presented and that feedback would no longer be supplied. Working memory load (i.e., 1, 2, 3, or 4 stimuli per trial) and updating requirements (i.e., 6, 9, or 12 updates per trial) were orthogonally combined in the 12 trials of the test phase. Performance in each task was determined by means of a partial credit score [27] that aggregated all correct responses into a count score relative to the total number of updates required.
Intelligence Test
The I-S-T 2000 R (IST [28] ) is a well-established German intelligence test covering a broad range of abilities that are commonly used in the assessment of general intelligence. It consists of three subtests (verbal, numerical, figural), each comprising three item groups made up of 20 items (e.g., verbal analogies for the verbal subtest, numerical series for the numerical subtest, cube rotation tasks for the figural subtest). The test has demonstrated good reliability (0.87 < α < 0.97), factorial validity from a confirmatory factor analysis, convergent validity concerning other intelligence tests, and criterion validity concerning school grades.
Statistical Procedure
We computed Cronbach's alpha (α) for each of the three test versions to determine whether the internal consistencies would differ from one another.
In order to test the influence of the response format on the item difficulties, we computed a univariate ANOVA with repeated measures and inspected the results of the omnibus test and planned contrasts on the item level. Furthermore, the stability of the rankings of the item difficulties were compared between the three test forms by computing Pearson correlations between the difficulties of the items. In addition, we computed Pearson correlations between the item difficulty and the number of rules that were employed to test whether the items with more rules were harder to solve. Differences between the correlations were analyzed with the significance test provided by Millsap, Zalkind, and Xenos [29] .
A rather simple way to test the convergent validity of the results of the matrices tests with working memory and general intelligence was realized by computing the correlations of the matrices test scores with the results of the working memory battery and the IST. This was done on the subtest level as well as for the total score. We also compared the correlations of the difficulties of the three versions of the DESIGMA with each other by using the aforementioned significance test [29] .
A comparison of the raw correlations between different constructs is appropriate only when the structure of the underlying factors is equivalent [30] . To ensure that differences between the construct validities of the different versions of the test were not due to differences in the factor structure, we additionally estimated measurement invariance by computing multigroup confirmatory factor analyses. In these analyses, we computed a series of confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) in which several aspects of the factor models were constrained to be equal across the three versions of the test in a stepwise fashion. We computed: (1) a configural model in which the number of latent variables and the loadings of the latent variables on the indicators were similar across groups; (2) a weak invariance model in which the magnitudes of the loadings were similar across groups; (3) a strong invariance model in which the loadings and intercepts were similar across groups; and (4) a strict invariance model in which the loadings, intercepts, and residual variances were similar across groups [31] . Strong invariance is particularly important when latent correlations are being compared between groups [32] . The fit of the models was determined by inspecting the χ 2 test of model fit, the comparative fit indices (CFI) and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), as well as the χ 2 difference test between the different models.
To conduct the multiple-group analyses, the items from the different DESIGMA versions were summed into three parcels with comparable mean factor loadings that were based on the results of an exploratory factor analysis. In the first analysis, a matrices factor was estimated on the basis of the three DESIGMA parcels and correlated with a factor that was estimated on the basis of the three tasks from the working memory battery. In the second analysis, the matrices factor was correlated with a factor that was based on the three subtests from the IST. In a third analysis, we modeled correlations between all three factors.
Software
All statistical analyses were computed with R [33] . For the multigroup confirmatory factor analyses, we used the packages "lavaan" [34] and "semTools" [35] .
Results
Internal Consistency
The three test versions demonstrated high internal consistencies (distractor-free version: α = 0.93; conceptual distractor version: α = 0.91; perceptual distractor version: α = 0.89). Table 1 shows the difficulties of the 38 items on the three different variations of the DESIGMA. The results showed that the items from the distractor-free version (M(p DF ) = 0.44) were more difficult than the items from the distractor versions (M(p CD ) = 0.54; M(p PD ) = 0.58). The results of the ANOVA showed a significant overall effect (F(2, 36) = 19.68; p < 0.01). The results of the contrast analyses showed that the difference between the difficulties of the three test versions were all significant (p < 0.02). Nevertheless, the correlations between the difficulties from the distractor-free version and both distractor versions (r(p DF , p CD ) = 0.87, p < 0.01; r(p DF , p PD ) = 0.83, p < 0.01) as well as between the two distractor versions (r(p CD , p PD ) = 0.84, p < 0.01) were high, indicating similar difficulty rankings across the three versions. There were significant correlations between the number of rules and the difficulty of the items from the distractor-free version (r =´0.49; p < 0.01) and the conceptual distractor version (r =´0.35; p = 0.03). For the perceptual distractor version, the correlation between the number of rules and the difficulty was not significant (r =´0.15; p = 0.37). The correlation for the distractor-free version was marginally significantly higher than the correlation for the perceptual distractor version (z = 1.61; p = 0.054). The other correlations did not differ significantly between the versions (DF vs. CD: z = 0.71; p = 0.24; CD vs. PD: z = 0.90; p = 0.18). Table 1 . Item difficulties using the distractor-free (DF), the conceptual distractor (CD), and the perceptual distractor (PD) response formats. Table 2 presents results showing the degree to which the scores on the three variations of the DESIGMA were correlated with the IST subtest scores and the working memory tasks. Except for the numerical IST subtest (IST N ), the correlations with the distractor-free version, as initially hypothesized, were highest, followed by the correlations with the perceptual distractor version and the correlations with the conceptual distractor version. This also applied to the means of the correlations calculated by Fisher's-Z transformation on the IST subtests (M(r DF ) = 0.54, M(r CD ) = 0.12, M(r PD ) = 0.38) and the working memory task (M(r DF ) = 0.45, M(r CD ) = 0.21, M(r PD ) = 0.28). The correlations for the global IST score and the global working memory task with the different variations of the DESIGMA were also highest for the distractor-free version, followed by the conceptual distractor version and the perceptual distractor version. The significance tests revealed that a substantial number of the correlations differed significantly between the three versions. Table 3 shows the results of the multigroup comparisons for the three test versions. The model in which only the correlations between the latent factors from the matrices test and the working memory task were analyzed demonstrated strict measurement invariance. The χ 2 test for the strict model (χ 2 (52) = 55.89, p = 0.33) and the χ 2 difference test between the strong and strict models (χ 2 (12) = 8.12, p = 0.78) were not significant. Furthermore, the strict model showed good fit indices (CFI = 0.99, RMSEA = 0.04). The standardized latent correlations between the latent factors from the matrices test and the working memory task were substantially higher for the distractor-free matrices (r = 0.59) than for the version with perceptual distractors (r = 0.47) and for the version with conceptual distractors (r = 0.27). The model in which the correlations between the latent factors from the matrices test and the IST were analyzed did not demonstrate configural invariance since the χ 2 test was significant (χ 2 (24) = 38.37, p = 0.03) and the fit indices did not meet the usual cut-off criteria (CFI = 0.95; RMSEA = 0.14). Thus, measurement invariance could not be established for this model. For the model employing latent factors for the matrices test, the working memory task, and the IST, again, measurement invariance did not hold. The configural model did not converge after 100,000 iterations and was therefore omitted from Table 3 . 
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Discussion
The results of our study clearly show that the response format used in figural matrices has an influence on important psychometric properties of the items and the test. Although the same item stems were used, the item difficulties and the convergent validities differed substantially between the three test versions. In the following, we will discuss both aspects.
There were significant differences in the item difficulties between the three versions of the test. Overall, the items in the distractor-free version proved to be more difficult than the items in the versions employing distractors. This finding is very much in line with the position of many authors [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 9] who differentiate between constructive matching and response elimination and propose that response elimination constitutes a fallback strategy that is used when respondents are unable to solve the items via constructive matching. As it is impossible to employ response elimination in a distractor-free version, respondents are unable to solve the items by response elimination and fail when they are unable to solve the items via constructive matching. The findings can also be reconciled with cognitive load theory. In the distractor-based versions, respondents can switch from constructive matching to response elimination in order to reduce cognitive load when the item overextends their working memory capacity and general mental ability. In the distractor-free version, it is not possible to switch strategies. Therefore, respondents cannot compensate for the overextension of working memory capacity and their general mental ability, and they make more errors, which leads to a higher difficulty level in the distractor-free version. The difficulties of the items in the version with conceptual distractors were significantly higher than the difficulties of the perceptual distractor items. Nevertheless, the mean difference can be regarded as rather small (M(p CD ) = 0.54 vs. M(p PD ) = 0.58). Therefore, we would not conclude that the ways in which respondents employ solution strategies differ between the two distractor versions. A closer look at the difficulties of the single items reveals that they were not always the highest in the distractor-free version. In fact, in some cases, the items in the distractor-free version were the easiest (e.g., item 2: p(DF) = 0.91; p(CD) = 0.88; p(PD) = 0.89). Although these differences were smaller than the cases in which the difficulty of the distractor-free version was higher (e.g., item 32: p(DF) = 0.07; p(CD) = 0.40; p(PD) = 0.62), this finding still runs counter to the idea that the items become more difficult because response elimination strategies are prevented. An explanation for this finding might be that the construction of "good" distractors (i.e., distractors that prevent response elimination) is more difficult when many rules are employed in the items. As described in the introduction, the conceptual strategy for constructing distractors aims to violate matrix rules in the distractors. When there are many rules, it becomes impossible to violate all of the rules in all of the distractors because then the correct answer would become too obvious. If not all of the rules are violated, the distractors provide information about the correct answer because they correctly follow the matrix rules. A similar problem applies to the perceptual strategy for the construction of distractors. When many rules are used, many symbols have to be used, and these are affected by the rules. Therefore, it is not possible to produce all possible permutations of the symbols. Rather, it is possible only to produce a smaller subset that contains symbols that follow the matrix rules. In accordance with this idea, the distractors should work better (i.e., produce difficulties that are more similar to the difficulties of distractor-free items) when only a few rules are realized in the matrix.
We explored this idea by additionally inspecting the mean difficulties of the items that had the same numbers of rules across the three test versions. Table 4 shows that the mean difficulties of the three versions did not differ substantially from one another for items employing only one rule. The greater the number of rules employed in the items, the more the difficulties differed between the distractor-free version and the distractor versions. Therefore, these results provide support for the hypothesis that the distractors work better when only a few rules are realized in the item stem. It has to be noted that these results are still descriptive because the number of items in some of the rule groups was too small to compute an ANOVA. A future study using more items that are evenly distributed across the rule groups could provide an additional test of this hypothesis. The finding that items with a distractor-free response format are harder to solve than items that involve distractors has practical implications because it provides an opportunity to construct items with a high statistical difficulty. Such items are useful for the differentiated assessment of intellectual giftedness [24, 36] .
The correlations for the results of the three versions of the matrices test with the subtests and general scores from the IST and the working memory battery indicate that the convergent validity of the distractor-free version is substantially higher than the convergent validity of both other versions involving conceptual and perceptual distractors. As the item stems used in the three versions were exactly the same, this effect can be completely attributed to the response format. These results are in line with Arendasy and Sommer [9] who argued that the prevention of response elimination strategies leads to a solution process that has a stronger relation to general intelligence. Furthermore, our results extend this effect to working memory capacity, which is strongly related to intelligence [37] . This extension to working memory capacity makes sense given that the construction strategy requires the respondent to keep track of the solution process and thus requires working memory capacity. In line with cognitive load theory as well, working memory capacity and general mental ability can be predicted to be more relevant in the distractor-free version because respondents cannot reduce their mental load by applying response elimination strategies. This prediction was supported for working memory capacity in the multigroup confirmatory factor analyses. As strict measurement invariance was found to hold, the three matrices tests can be said to possess equivalent factor structures, but the latent correlation with the intelligence factor was found to be substantially higher for the distractor-free version than for the distractor versions. However, in the absence of measurement invariance, differences in the relationships of latent factors are ambiguous. At any rate, the misfit of the model could be attributed to the IST because the other multigroup models showed good fit.
Limitations
One limitation of the current study is that the assumption that response elimination strategies can be completely ruled out by employing a distractor-free format could not be tested directly. Although it is obvious that the constructive matching strategy is a more efficient strategy for the distractor-free version, there are still quite a few response alternatives that the respondent must review. The extent to which response elimination could be reduced by using the distractor-free format can be more directly investigated by assessing qualitative aspects of the solution process via eye-tracking or verbal reports (e.g., as in Carpenter et al.'s [1] study). This would be a valuable perspective for further research.
Another limitation is that the probability of guessing the correct answer differed between the three test versions. While the guessing probability for the distractor free version (1/2 24 ) tended toward zero, the guessing probability for the distractor-based version was 1/9 = 0.11. Therefore, a potential alternative explanation for the differences in construct validity between the three versions is that guessing deflated the correlations between the test results and the criteria. Although we were not able to assess guessing directly, three arguments run counter to this idea: (1) Previous studies [38, 39] applying item response theory (IRT) models on matrices tests with 10 response options showed that a two parameter logistic (2PL) model (comprising no guessing parameter) was superior to a 3PL model (comprising a guessing parameter) in terms of information criteria. These results suggest that the influence of guessing on the test results was negligible; (2) Although the guessing probability for the conceptual and the perceptual distractor versions was the same, the construct validities of the two versions differed. Taking this finding into account, guessing cannot be the only cause of differences in construct validity between the distractor-based and distractor-free versions; (3) The difficulty of most of the items in the two distractor versions was substantially higher than the guessing probability. Therefore, it is unlikely that a substantial number of the participants used guessing. Verbal protocols could be applied in follow-up studies, as they might allow more direct inferences to be made about participants' response strategies.
Conclusions
The results of our study indicate that the response formats used in figural matrices play an important role in determining both the difficulties of the items and the convergent validities of the matrices tests. We demonstrated that items employing the same item stem had higher difficulties when no distractors were used. Furthermore, the convergent validity of matrices tests without distractors with respect to intelligence and working memory capacity was higher than for tests that employed distractors. Therefore, this variant provides an appealing alternative for computerized testing. Nevertheless, classic matrices tests will retain their importance when comparability with previous research is necessary and because they can be practically administered in a pen and paper format.
The results obtained here should also provide a warning to test developers to pay greater attention to the distractors that are employed on tests. Except for Arendasy and Sommer [9] , no other study has investigated the influence of the strategy employed for constructing the distractors on the psychometric properties of figural matrices tests. Therefore, we would like to stress the importance of developing new ideas for constructing distractors and perhaps comparing them with distractor-free test versions as a baseline.
